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Abstract 

Hypennedia links were invented to support the manu
al browsing through large hypertext or hypermedia 
collections. However, J:e1lieving specific portions of 
inf'onnation in such a collection caimot be achieved 
by browsing only; J:e1lieval mechanisms are neces
saey. In this paper we show how to use the semantic 
content of hypertext linkS for ~eval., We present 
special plllpOS8 indexing and retrieval algorltbms tbat 
exploit the node and link content. First retrieval re
sults in a hypertext test colleCtiOn am preented: the 
reSults am cleady better than those obtained when the 
links are ignored The hope is that these results can 
be extended to h~edilrinfmmation and that they 
can be impxoved by mme sophisticated indexing algo
rlthms. 

1 Introduction 

The main idea of hyper documents is that documents 
- or parts thereof- can be brought into relation to 
each other and that additional infODDation may be at
tached to any part of a document. The document 
pans are called nodes. When these nodes are con
nected by links a hyper c1ocmnellt web results. Each 
hypermedia node constitutes an information item. 
Complex nodes are paditioned into simpler ones and 
-·at the lowest level - are simple linearly orga
nized hypermedia nodes of a. single media type. 
'IbCse nodes and the links connecting them constitute 
a~ gmph. A link~ (n1, ni) xepresents a con
nection from the somee node n1 to the des9nation 
noden2. 
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Moat of the conventional Information Retrieval 
(lR) algOrithms have been developed for searcbing in 
large linear text collections [11]. They are not suited 
to n:trleve infonnation in non-linearly organized hy~ 
per collections. If they are applied to the individual 
linear nodes of hyPer collections, the hyper structure 
- that contributes a great deal to the content of a 
h~r coDection - is simply ignoxed and the re-. 
trleval results·are accordingly poor. In addition, con
ventional IR algorithms are not suited to retrieve 
non-textual information. iiS they employ teXtual de
scriptors as indexing features. To retrieve informa
tion in multimedia environments, suitable features 
have to be introduced for every individual medium as 
done for speech documtmts [5]. 

This paper focuses on the problem of explo.iting 
'the Jinks when specific content-related infonnation is 
to be retrieved. We present new IR algorithms that 
make use of the semantic content of the liJJb in
volved. Currently, we are considering text informa
tion and textul!l descriptors exclusively. We hope 
that the methods developed are geheral enough to be 
extended to non-textual features and thus to real hy
permedia collections. 

2 Hypertext Nodes and Links 

2.1 Hypertext Information 

We aheady pohited. out that hypertext information 
consists of two parts. FJI'St, thexe iS the information 
contained in the hypertext nodes. Second, the inter
connections between the nodes, the links, define the 
structure of the hyper document and the nature of ev
ery partiCular inter~ection [6]. Therefore, m al
gorithms have to deal with both parts: nodes and 
Jinks.· In this paper, we concenttate on using the 
semantic content of links and employ weB-known IR 
algorithms to deal with the textual information con. 
tained in the nodes. . · 

Links allow the user to discover rela.tionsbips that 
are difficdlt to determine without a hyper structure. 
We distinguish two types of Jinks [3]: 
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- referential links, 
- semantic links. 

The main purpose of referential links is comfortable 
reading of the document. The purpose of semantic 
links is to point to similar, more detailed, or addi
tional information. The reasons for establishing 
such semantic links contribute to the topic descrip
tion of the link. 

Fig. 1 depicts a small example of a hypermedia or 
hypertext collection. The small part of the collec
tion shown includes the two hypernets Nt = {nt, 
D}.}. Dl.2• D2, ns, D6, ng} and N2 = {n3, 114, n7}. 
The nodes nu and n1.2 are sub-nodes of nt; they 
structure node nt similarly to the way two paragraphs 
structure a chapter. The links connecting n1 with 
these two nodes are referential links. On the other 
hand, the nodes n3 and n7 contain information related 
to the information of node 114· This is the reason for 
the semantic links pointing from 114 to n3 and from 
n4 tO n7. 

r::--1 node 
~ refereotiallink 
~ semantic link 

Fig. 1: Referential and Semantic Links 

To facilitate content-specific retrieval, nodes and se
mantic links have to be indexed. The problem of 
how to index independent text nodes and queries has 
been discussed thoroughly in theIR literature [11]. 
This is why we concentrate here on the indexing of 
links and on the subsequent usage of indexing infor
mation. 

2. 2 The Nature of Links 

Referential links serve the same purpose as foreign 
keys in a domain of a relational database. Therefore, 
they do not provide additional information to the 
topic of the document. They are plain pointers to 
improve both reading and browsing. Their use for 
information retrieval purposes is not discussed in this 
paper. 

Conversely, semantic links provide additional in
formation on the topic of the hyper document web. 
Semantic links point to nodes which would be diffi
cult to f"md otherwise. Such nodes contain special 
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annotations, corrigenda, or similar, contradicting, 
generalizing, specializing, or simply additional in
formation. Every link has associated some well
structured attributes like creation time, author name, 
and the like. The information associated with a link 
may be consulted both by a 'reader' when browsing 
through the document and by a retrieval algorithm 
when processing a query. 

A link consists of the following components: 

A. = <t, I, Is, ld>, 
where 
t is the link type 
I is a set of structured link attributes 

(auxiliary link information) 
Is signifies the source node of the link A. 
ld signifies the destination node of the link A. 

The link type t specifies whether the link is of type 
referential or semantic. In addition, the parameter t 
could be used later to distinguish more than these two 
types, in particular to distinguish several subtypes of 
semantic links. The intention is to restrict ourselves 
to a few link types so that their semantics may be 
understood fully by authors and users. This is in 
sharp contrast to other hypermedia paradigms which 
are based on up to 80 different kinds of links [15]. 

2.3 The Link Description 

We associate a link description i with every semantic 
link. This description contains mainly the content 
related reasons for the existence of the link, usually 
expressed by some topic descriptors (fea!_ures). It is 
the result of an indexing procedure A. ~ A. that takes 
the neighboring nodes of the link into account, in 
particular the source and destination nodes. In addi
tion, the content-specific link description can be ex
panded or even changed by users when they read or 
browse through the hypernet. New links can be es
tablished by users when content-related relations were 
not recognized by the initial authoring and indexing 
processes. -

The link description A. is a vector with feature 
weights as components. In the case of purely textual 
nodes (e.g. hypertext), the features are usually 
weighted terms or phrases. 

As hyper collections result from a dynamic pro
cess, some nodes are more densly linked than others. 
Specifically. older nodes tend to be well linked 
whereas newer ones are often poorly linked. Thus 
we believe that the absence of a (semantic) link does 
not imply necessarily the absence of referential or 
semantic relations between the nodes. , If there is no 
link we a:.sume that possible dependen~ies are un
known. This is in contrast to Frisse's interpretation 
that says "the absence of a link (or a path of links) 
between two cards asserts that the utilities of the two 
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cards are conditionally independent" [4]. The prob
lem of missing links becomes apparent when a hyper 
document collection is in use: Poorly linked nodes 
are less likely to be found when browsing through 
the collection. Sparsely linked nodes also hamper 
those automatic retrieval methods that use links. 

In what follows we assume that the indexing vo
cabulary contains m tel!1ls. The node description ii 
and the link description A. are therefore given by: 

ii =<no, ... , Dm-t> , where nj with 0 S i < m 
are the term weights of 
noden, 

'i. = <lo, ... , lm-1> , where li with 0 S i < m 
are the topic descriptor 
weights of the link A.. 

The link description 'i. depends mainly on the link 
type t E T, on the source node Is, on the destination 
node ld, and possibly on an user expansion ii repre
sented by a feature vector: 

ii =<uo, ... ,um-1> ,whereujwithOSi<m 
are the weights of descrip
tors provided bY users. 

We define a simple link indexing function i: 

i:TXJRffiXJRm~ Rm, 

(t, fs, id) H a (j (t, iS, ld)) 

where f ; T X R mx R m ~ lR m is a function 
modelling why the semantic link was estab
lished; the link type t may play an amplifying 
or negating role. The purpose of this func
tion is to find common abstract concepts 
(expressed by weighted indexing terms) in the 
source and destination nodes. A similar idea 
was followed by Croft and Turtle in their 
probabilistic hypertext retrieval model [2, p. 
219]. 

a : R m ~ R m is a (non-injective) map
ping funcf!on reducing small components of 
the vector A. to 0. As the number of links in 
a hyper document collection is usually much 
larger than the number of nodes, the aim is to 
keep link descriptions as compact as possible. 

The correstion function iu takes an existing link de
scription ~ and a user e~sion 'ii in order to create a 
modified link description A.': 

iu: JRffiX JRID ~ JRID, 

<'i.. u) H a <~+ii) 
More elaborate link indexing functions would also 
take information outside of the immediate neighbor
hood of the two nodes into account. In this way, a 
weak destination node followed by promising descen-
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dants would also get a chance to be considered by a 
retrieval algorithm. 

3 Retrieval Strategies exploiting Hy
pertext Links 

3.1 General Considerations 

When users browse, they normally follow only a 
small number of the existing links. Conversely, a 
retrieval algorithm may follow many links and may 
create both high retrieval costs and doubtful results. 
Retrieval experiments in a collection of bibliographic 
references showed that following citations-a .kind of 
referentiallinks-p:oduces ambiguous results [8, 12]: 

. .. An evaluation of the process shows that many 
useful content words can be extracted from related 
document titles, as well as marry terms of doubtful 
value . . . [12, pp. 385] 

The hope is that our semantic links contain the in
formation necessary to decide whether a further node 
should be visited by the retrieval algorithm or· not. 
The prbposed automatic navigation through the hyper 
web is governed by the following considerntions: 

the further away from the initial node the IR al- . 
gorithm searches the less likely it is to find suit
able information; 
links are only followed when they promise to 
point to nodes containing information relevant to 
the query; 
it may become mandatory to visit a specific node 
(e.g., because of given restrictions during there
trieval process), depending on the retrieval re
somces available. 

In this way the descriptions of semantic links control 
the navigation process of the retrieval algorithm. 
The existence of such link descriptions and their use 
for retrieval purposes constitute the main difference 
between our retrieval algorithm and approaches de
scribed elsewhere [4, 8, 9, 13]. 

3.2 Retrieval Algorithm and Retrieval 
Costs 

A node nj is said to be adjacent to node Dj if and only 
if there exists a link A. (ni, llj) or a linK A. (nj. ni). 
Given a link A. (nit Dj), Dj is said to be the destina
tion nOde of this link {or,less precisely, a destination 
node of the node nj), conversely ni is a source node of 
Dj. The outdegree of a node n is the number of links 
with n as source node, the indegree is the number of 
links with n as destination node. 

The retrieval algorithm determining a Retrieval 
Status Value (RSV) between the query q and the hy
pemet node n includes an initialization and a naviga
tion phase: 
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InitialiZation phase, step <D 
(]) for all rwdes n of collection do 

RS~~ :=similarity (q, n) 
end for 

for all rwdes n of collection do 
rsv := RSV'l; · 
navigation(n, rsv, 1) 
IniettList ( q, n, rsv) 

end for 
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{standard retrieval} 
{initial RSV} 

{hypertext retrieval} 

{navigation procedure described below} 
{result, to be sorted} 

• Navigation phase, iteration of decision step® and navigation step @. 

procedure navigation (inn, in/out rsv;in distance) 

® if(outdgree (n) > 0) and (distance ~maximum_distance) then 
. for all destination nodes n' of node n do . 

if sim (q, .t (n, n')) > threshold_value then 

updatersv 
navigation (n', rsv, distance+ I) 

end if 
end for 

end if 
We use the definitions for walk, trail, and path in the 
same sense as they are used in graph theory. If (no. 
n1, ... , lid) is a sequence '?f nodes of a hypemet H, 
such that ni is adjacent to ni+ 1 'V O~<d, then these 
nodes and the corresponding links are called a walk of 
length d. If the links are distinct, this walk is called 
a trail of length d. If all the nodes of a trail are dis-
tinct, the trail is called a path of length d. 

The navigation distance is the minimum path 
length from a given reference node n in the hyper 
web to any node that can be reached from this node. 
If a maximum navigation distance is given, the re
trieval algorithm ignores those nodes whose distance 
from the reference node exceeds the· maximum dis
tance. 

We assume a homogeneously linked hyper colleC-
tion with nodes of an average outdegree of k. If a 
node traversal starts from a given reference node n, 
the number of traversed nodes of all possible paths 
with length d grows exponentially. To limit there
trieval costs, a navigation strategy with restrictive 
propagation must be found. 

Two different hypermedia retrieval strategies can be 
distinguished: 

a) A user who knows little about the hyper collec
tion is looking for an entry point convenient to 
start browsing. Here the aim of the retrieval 
strategy is to retrieve nodes that represent the in
terest of the user. For this purpose an exhaus
tive search through the network is necessary. 
The potentially large search effort can be·iimited 
by taking into account the descriptions of the 
semantic links. 

b) The user is "sitting" on a node satisfying some 
of her or his information needs. In this case an 
automatic navigational search along the hyper 
structure is performed to find further useful 
nodes. 

In what follows we describe these two strategies, 
namely, the exhaustive search and the navigational 

. search along semantic links. 

Fig. 2:.Navigation Distance 
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3. 3 Exhaustive Search 

The aim of the exhaustive search algorithm is to re
trieve nodes that are in the focus of the user's inter
est. Each node in the hyper collection is regarded as 
a reference candidate from where a search may start. 

~ blltializationpha~: 

An initial RSV'l~ is obtained by determining the 
similarity between the reference node n and the 
query q given by a m-dimensional real vector q == 
< qo, ... , 'lm-1 >. This can be done by applying 
a conventional retrieval function p [11]: 

p : JR mx JR m ~ JR , (q, ii) H p (q, ii) 

This retrieval function was called 'similarity' in 
3.2. 

® Decision step: 

The algorithm decides if a navigation step to the 
next node has to be performed. This is the case 
if the link description signalizes the existence of 
infonnation related to the query in adjacent 
nodes. This can be determined by the similarity 
function <1 between _the query description q and 
the link description A.: 

<1: lR mx lR m ~ lR, (q, ~) H <1 (q, ~) 

If <1 (q, £) is smaller than a threshold value v, 
navigation is prevented. Jn addition, a predicate 
P on the attribute set I limits navigation. In 
this way the function sim of chapter 3.2 be
comes: 

( ( <1 (q, i) > v) AND P (I)) 

@ Navigation step: 

Each time the algorithm navigates, the RSV 
with respect to the reference node is modified. 
This modification depends primarily on the desti
nation node and on the distance from the cwrent 
reference node. Furthennore, it can depend on 
the net topology. 

The modification of the current RSV when a nav
igation step is perfonned from a node of distance 
d to a node of distance d+ 1 is calculated as fol
lows (n~1 denominates the destination node i of 
node n at distanced+ 1): 

d+l 
RSV3.j.~ := RSV3'n + wd ·I RSV~'ni 

i 

Wd is a propagation factor depending on the navi· 
gation distance previously covered and on the net 
topology. We are considering to use the 'link 
quality' - a function of <1 - as an auxiliary 
weighting factor. 
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The method presented for the exhaustive search ap
proach- in particular the choice of specific retrieval 
functions and weighting factors - will be discussed 
in chapter 4 where an example is introduced. 

3.4 Navigational· Search 

The navigational search deals with the situation 
where a user is 'sitting on' a node essential to the 
scope of her or his information need. The assump
tion then is that further interesting nodes can be 
found in the neighborhood of this reference node pro
vided that the retrieval algorithm follows suitable 
semantic links. The retrieval algorithm first deter
mines a subset of further nodes to be visited depend
ing on the maximum navigation distance (cf. 3.2). 

Subsequently, a search is initiated as described in 
the previous chapter. It is to be noted that this navi
gation is limited by the propagation threshold value v 
and the predicate P as described in the previous chap
ter. 

4 Some Experiments 

4.1 Test Collection and Indexing 
Functions 

To show the effects of the method presented, we used 
a conventional test collection which was expanded au
tomatically to a hypertext. The collection consists 
of a subset of the INSPEC collection comprising 
2472 documents and 65 queries [7]. The expansion 
to a hypertext was made by considering documents to 
be nodes and establishing two directed links between 
nodes with common phrases in their manual descrip
tions (paragraph 'DE'). The result was a hypertext 
consisting of a large net of 2397 nodes and 7 inde
pendent small nets (1 of 5, 2 of 4 and 4 of 2 nodes). 
Jn addition, there are 54 single independent nodes 
without any links to the rest of the collection. The 
average outdegree is 23.07, the average path length 
between two arbitrary nodes within a net is 4.2. 
This represents a iknsly linked hyper collection. 

The node and the query descriptions were obtained . 
by applying Porter's word stemming [10] and a term 
weighting of tf ·idf [11, p.63]. As all links are in
terpreted as semantic links. the link type t was omit
ted. Therefore, the link indexing function i is re-
duced to . 

isimple : (iS, id) H a2o (f (iS, id.)) , 

where iS and id. are vectors who~ components are the 
frequencies of the terms occuring in source and desti
nation nodes respectively. For simplicity reasons, 
a2o restricts the resulting vector to the 20 highest 
valued weights (all other vector components are ~t to 
0). 
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